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the image below shows the default filters that are included with the meta-search,
mininova, vuze (their hd network) and subscriptions (rss subscriptions you have
enabled through vuze). vuze and mininova will produce very few results and most often
those results are not relevant to what you want. if you click on the name of a search
site listed there, the results will change to show only results from that site. the final
filter is to show results from. for most users this is the most important part of this guide.
the image below shows the default filters that are included with the meta-search,
mininova, vuze (their hd network) and subscriptions (rss subscriptions you have
enabled through vuze). vuze and mininova will produce very few results and most often
those results are not relevant to what you want. if you click on the name of a search
site listed there, the results will change to show only results from that site. the file size
range isn't the problem, it's a lack of results. the file size range is based on the torrent
sizes returned when searching sites via their search template. currently (vuze 4.6.0.4)
searches the vuze and mininova sites via the default search templates. if a search for
video x returns results where the largest torrent is 50mb then that is the maximum size
that will be seen in the file size range. if the largest file is significantly smaller than what
you expected you probably need to consider adding more search templates for other
sites. hi steve, although customizing vuze meta search is tempting it concerns me that
it uses ie rendering (i guess activex) to obtain the search results. that scares the hell
out of me as internet explorer is the absolute last browser on earth i would use - i only
use it when all else fails. you need to be absolutely running the latest version of ie
(even then i would still not use it). like you i just go to my web browser and do
searching with a couple of plugin tools to help me. some older versions of ie (eg ie6)
don't create the meta search properly you get messed up font sizes and layout etc.
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keep in mind that you can only search up to 5 sites at a time. if you're on a web page
and the download option is greyed out that doesn't mean that you can't download the
file. you just can't search from that particular site right then, in this specific search. if

you have multiple sites in your vuze plus search settings, you should be able to click on
more than one box to download the file and then click on one again to close the popup.

many of the search templates use the torrent sites search function to find files, so if
you're looking for a file, you should be able to find it using your vuze search tool.
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however, if you're looking for a file that's not at the torrent site, you should check the
local file search feature instead. the local file search feature should list files stored

locally on your computer. if you have the exact file name you want, you should be able
to click on it and vuze will open a download dialog. if you don't have the exact file
name, you should be able to use the advanced search tool to find files with similar

names. as i mentioned earlier, if you have vuze plus membership, it will have removed
all of the advertisements from your searches. so your searches should be entirely ad-
free. there are a few exceptions, for example, some of the search templates search
search engines that you may want to keep the ads on, such as google. you can only

import up to 5 search templates at a time. if you have more than 5 search templates,
you can import up to the 5th search template, and the new result list will continue to
show up. you should be able to import and delete any template that you want. it is

important to note that when you import a template, it will add that site to the search
results, so you may want to remove that search template first. 5ec8ef588b
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